




































98th application lands a big one m Bighorn National Forest. 

by Pat McCoy 

Forest Management, 1977 

A summer job with the U.S. Forest Service can be 
an extremely rewarding experience. But to try and 
land a job with the Forest Service can be nerve 
racking. I began looking for a summer forestry job 
by talking with Charlie Miller to get any pertinent 
information about the Forest Service and locate 
the names and addresses of each National Forest in 
the U.S. I then sent an unbelievable 98 government 
applications to the various National Forests through
out the U.S. Needless to say, the xerox machine 
came in very handy! For weeks afterwards my 
mailbox was crammed with Forest Service letters 
stating that due to the large number of inquiries 
received, opportunities for new summer jobs were 
very limited. Three months passed and 96 out of 
my 98 applications were either unanswered or 
turned down. I began to wonder if a summer job 
with the Forest Service was beyond my reach. But, 
low and behold near the end of May, I received a 
telephone call from a western-talking forester in 
Wyoming asking if I still was available for a sum
mer job. Upon recuperating from the shock of the 
phone call, I immediately accepted. 

On June 16, 1975, I took a train to the Bighorn 
National Forest in northern Wyoming where I was 
to work for two months. I met and worked with 8 
guys and 2 gals that were students majoring in 
forestry throughout colleges all over the U.S. My 
job was varied in many areas. I planted pine trees, 
repaired wilderness trails, operated a local weather 
station and reported the findings to Cody, Wyom
ing - a distant fire control station. I also operated 
a Homelite chain saw, did some painting of ranger 
cabins and chased pesky black bears from camp
grounds and cleaned up after them. The majority of 
my time was cleaning campgrounds and maintaining 
them; and operating jeeps, pickups and stake trucks 
for campground maintenance. Many jobs were time 
consuming and tough but the experience was worth 
it. 

I was able to get a first hand look of how the Forest 
Service operated and how the money which was 
allotted to the forest district from the Government, 
was budgeted for specific projects, fuel cost, trans
portation, and manpower. 

Each person working in our district of the Bighorn 
National Forest was required to have a Government 
drivers license. A written examination and a driving 
test with a forest ranger took place the first week 
of summer work. The housing facilities was within 
walking distance of the ranger station. All utilities, 
appliances, furniture and cooking utensils were 
provided by the Forest Service. Every two weeks 

upon receiving our Government pay checks, a ten 
dollar deduction would be taken for our housing 
fees. 

Each week I supervised two people in the Youth 
Conservation Corps (Y.C.C.). The Y.C.C. were high 
school boys and girls who lived in Wyoming and 
had applied for and were selected to learn and work 
in a program of forestry and conservation. There 
were 25 Y.C.C. members in our district. I also was 
involved with N.Y.C., or Neighborhood Youth 
Corps. The N. Y.C. were high school boys that 
worked for the Forest Service during the summer 
months and lived in nearby towns. There were only 
8 N.Y.C. members in our district. 

My weekends were generally free. I went back
packing into the high peaks of mountains, fished 
often for rainbow trout and took extended trips to 
nearby Yellowstone and Teton National Parks. 
Other times I just relaxed under a lodgepole pine 
which dominated the forest cover. 

During my two month summer job, I was able to 
see the fire danger rating steadily climb from low 
to extreme. In August our crew was put on fire 
watch for possible fires nearby. We had water 
pumpers filled and ready to transport. We had fire 
fighting tools and equipment all out and ready to 
use. We also had our basic personal gear packed in 
fire packs in case we were notified at once to trans
fer to a larqe distant forest fire. Sure enough the 
fires beg<m to occur. A motorhome exploded into 
flames near our ranger station. Lightning started 
another fire on the side of a steep, heavily forested 
mountain. We were transported by helicopter and 
luckily kept the fire to two acres in size. But the 
largest and most dangerous fire occurred in another 
nearby National Forest, where 600 acres of trees 
were consumed by fire. There were large slurry 
bombers making regular drops of thousands of 
gallons of pink liquid fire retardant. Fighting the 
fire were 350 men and women. Of those fighting 
the fire, 150 were Shoshone and I rapaho Indians 
from a nearby Indian Reservation. I operated two 
Pacific Marine water pumps which transported the 
water from mountain streams to the mountain tops. 
I also helped transport water in large tank trucks 
which travelled to remote fire spots. The fire was 
a big experience for me, especially in observing the 
supervision. 

In summing up my summer experience, I would 
easily say that a summer job with the U.S. Forest 
Service can be varied and very rewarding and could 
help determine Forestry as your future career. 
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... So you think working for the Forest Service means just fighting fires? 

Read on. 

by Duane Lula 

Forest Production, 1976 

When most students think of a summer job with 
the U.S. Forest, they usually think of working in a 
National Forest out in the West. Thoughts of fight
ing forest fires, doing TSI work, planting trees, or 
cruising timber often come to mind. It seems 
natural enough, after all isn't that what a summer 
job with the Forest Service involves? Yes, but there 
are exceptions. 

This past summer, I worked for the Forest Service 
in Washington, D.C., where the only trees around 
were ornamentals and wildlife was defined as "visit
ing the pubs and restaurants of Georgetown after 
dark." The job was ,part of the U.S. Forest Service 
Summer Internship Program. The program's pur
pose is to acquaint the student with the manage
ment operations of the Forest Service. This is 
accomplished in two ways: through educational 
visits, meetings, and conferences, and on-the-job 
performance. 

I first learned of the job opportunity as I was walk
ing by the job board outside Dr. Stark's office. 
I didn't think that I stood a chance of getting that 
job, but I applied anyway. Eventually, four forestry 
students were chosen from the nominees sent in 
from all the forestry schools. I learned of my 
acceptance into the Internship Program just three 
days before the end of the semester. 

I reported to work at the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture building. I worked in the Timber Man
agement Staff, which is responsible for all timber 
aspects of the National Forest System. 

My main job was to work under Jim Thorne, a 
GS-14 forester, on the Timber System Cost Study. 
The purpose of the study was to assess all costs 
involved in timber production in the National 
Forest System for use in the program budgeting 
system. Much time was spent in compilation of 
data that was received from the forests. By com
piling this data and applying multiple regression 
techniques, we could determine which factors had 

a significant effect on the cost of timber produc
tion. These factors would then be included in the 
final study. The final compilation and analyzation 
of the cost data will be done by the computer. The 
Timber System Cost Study is a major undertaking, 
costing in excess of one million dollars, but its 
results will aid the Forest Service in many ways. 

In addition to working on the Cost Study, I also 
worked on Cut and Sold Reports from the nine 
forest regions. A cut and sold report is a listing of 
the volume of the timber sold during the year and 
also that amount actually harvested. My calculator 
got quite a workout converting board feet to cubic 
feet, cords to cubic feet, and cubic feet to cunits. 
I also got an introduction to a brush and slash 
disposal study. It was during this time that I partic
ipated in a conference with Rexford Ressler, the 
Associate Chief of the Forest Service. 

Education was also a purpose of the Summer 
Internship Program. I was given the opportunity to 
personally meet with people involved in various 
branches of the Forest Service. I learned that the 
Forest Service was involved in state and private 
forestry, watersheds, youth employment programs, 
and research. In addition, I visited several organiza
tions concerned with the promotion of forestry. I 
visited the Society of American Foresters and spoke 
with Donald Theoe, the director of professional 
programs. John Hall, of the National Forest Prod
ucts Association, spoke about the attitudes and 
objectives of the forest industries. At the American 
Forestry Association, Richard Pardo talked about 
the policies and objectives of that organization. 

Putting forestry aside on the weekends, I became a 
Washington tourist. I lived at Georgetown Univer
sity, but spent most of my time visiting monuments, 
touring museums, attending congressional sessions, 
going to outdoor concerts, or just walking around 
and taking in the scenery. 

A summer job with the U.S. Forest Service as a 
Forestry Summer Intern provided the unique com
bination of education, on-the-job training, as well 
as fun and recreation. It is a very worthwhile pro
gram that I would recommend to any forestry 
student. 
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AH BEWILDERNESS! 

The word wilderness is about as hard to define as 
ecosystem, virtue, or progress. What it means de
pends on who is talking. 

Probably most of us have a vague notion that 
wilderness is a kind of country where there is room 
to be alone, where the works of man don't show, 
where it gets dark at night, where sound isn't noise, 
where no contrails stripe the sky - at least on 
rainy days, where you can sit on a rock (no stumps) 
and be content because there is nothing you have 
to do. 

This kind of land use seems defensible, but there 
are many enterprising citizens who think we don't 
need much space for it. The wilderness idea is 
closely associated with such terms as preservation, 
set aside, lock up, keep out, and maybe even get 
lost. It's a place where you can't operate machinery 
or take anything away. If we are going to get on 
with civilization how can we afford that? 

Congress in its often-cited wisdom evidently 
thought of wilderness as earth space where it would 
be legal for both land and people to be useless. It 
took nearly a decade of bickering to decide that· 
this was outdoor recreation and something the 
electorate really needed to compensate for what 
was happening to them in the cities. Responding to 
a public demand that had got fed up with the long 
delays, and overriding public protests that the 
delays were not long enough, Congress passed the 
Wilderness Act of 1964. 

You couldn't say they got completely carried away. 
In elegant language - mostly taken from the 
National Parks Act of 1916 -they set the standards 
for wilderness high. So high, in fact, that few areas 
east of the Rocky Mountains could qualify because 
of their previous state of servitude. A wilderness 
had to be at least 5,000 acres, and lands of the 
Public Domain (administered by the Bureau of 
Land Management) were left out. That got around 
including a lot of "real" wilderness in Alaska. 

No one could be deprived too much if you made 
up the wilderness system of lands that were already 
protected. So that is what they did, with some res
ervations. The federal agencies involved were the 
Forest Service, the Fish and Wildlife Service, and 
the National Park Service. 

The Forest Service was operating a tidy little wilder
ness system of its own, under authority the director 
thought he had. It included a number of categories, 
which were hard to keep straight, but it was a credit 

. to the Service. Its main weakness was flexibility 
'" and a lack of guarantees against what someone 

might do in the future. 

With a great leap forward the new law blanketed in 
the Forest Service wilderness as the nucleus of the 
new system. That is almost what it did because 
there were allowances for practices that had long 
been established and which, in all conscience, you 
could not simply chop off. For example, there were 
grazing rights on some of the areas; here and there 
some mining (to be continued until 1983); stands 
of timber were under option; the areas were open 
to hunting and fishing; and of course the President 
was allowed to allocate water development rights 
when it was in the national interest. Then too, one 
category of the Forest Service system was "primi
tive areas," which it was thought best to leave out 
subject to further careful appraisal. 

The congressional image in wilderness protection 
had been regrettably sullied during the years of 
hearings and jockeying, so it was essential that the 
public be treated to some action. The act of '64 
set that in motion - in fact, almost perpetual 
motion. It provided that during a period of 10 
years the National Wildlife Refuges and the Nation
al Parks were to be studied for areas that could 
qualify. Then the directors of these services would 
make recommendations to the President, who 
would convey to Congress the plans for setting 
aside individual areas of statutory wilderness. This 
meant one at a time, each area being consecrated 
by its own act. There is nothing like being thorough 
in these things, and it showed the lengths to which 
Congress would go to make sure the people's 
wilderness system was anchored in legislative bed
rock. 

The National Wildlife Refuges did not offer much 
problem, since many of its units are intensively 
managed for waterfowl and not candidates for 
wilderness status. The 10-year deadline was fairly 
easy to meet except where controversy developed, 
as in the case of the Okefenokee Swamp. 

Obviously, the great bulk of the wilderness system 
would be National Park Service Lands. These had 
already been set aside for management as wilder
ness, where appropriate, by the act establishing the 
National Park Service in 1916. The new law stipu
lated that the standards already set up were not to 
be degraded. 

But now each park was to have its own wilderness 
law and a plan specifically approved by Congress. 
Such plans could thereafter be changed only by 
Congress. The plans had to be for keeps; they had 
to involve public hearings in which all the old 
ambitions of local interests who wanted money
making honky-tonk developments could be fought 
out again. Many of the parks did not have, or 
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